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grown too big for Ms boots, they found nothing more in his gospel
than the old spirit of Prussianism which he seemed to have naively
taken for his own and furbished up in a form that was even more
offensive to Austrian sensibilities than the rather less plebeian original.
Accordingly, in most Austrian minds, the Nazi propaganda in Austria
reawakened historic feelings which had been potent from the outbreak
of the Austro-Prussian War of 1742-8 until after the close of the
Austro-Prussian War of 1866, but which had seemed gradually to be
losing their force during the half century ending in 1914 and had
taken on the aspect of a pathetic anachronism since the Peace
Settlement of 1919-20. In the Nazi campaign for the Oleiclischaltung
of the Austrian Republic, Austrian honour was threatened with the
one indignity which would be more painful than the post-war humilia-
tions. In the Peace Settlement of 1919-20 Austria had been shorn
of her ancient empire, but she had not been required to submit to
a Prussian conquest; and it was this historic Austrian bugbear—so
often threatened yet always held at bay—that was now being thrust
upon the Austrians in a peculiarly distasteful form. In the school of
adversity, they had latterly been learning to think of themselves as
prospective citizens of a German democratic republic; but this
prospect had now been wiped out through an Austrian dictator's
conquest of the Reich; and to be gleichgeschaltet, like the Rhinelanders
and the Bavarians in 1933, into the mould of Prussian subjects under
an aggravated Prussian regime was a prospect which aroused strong
aversion and antagonism in most Austrian breasts.
This vehement opposition to the Nazi programme of Gleichschaltung
was the channel in which the temper of the Austrian people, already
on the rise in 1932, found vent in 1933. And thus Herr Hitler duly
performed the miracle of waking his Austrian fatherland from the
dead, but this in a fashion which was directly counter to his own
purpose. Under the impact of the Austrian Fuhrer*B Reichsdeutsch
National Socialism, the artificial Austrian state, which had been
deliberately left derelict, in the Peace Settlement, after the demolition
of the Hapsburg Monarchy, became, for the first time, the object and
the vehicle of a genuine and spontaneous Austrian national feeling;
and it was as the champion of this new Austrian nationalism, on an
anti-Nazi 'front9, that Dr. Dollfuss now unexpectedly stood up to
play David to Herr Hitler's Goliath.1 At the time of writing, in the
1 A Nazi spokesman would probably reply tliat this latter-day Austrian
David was nothing better than a romantically camouflaged mercenary. In
other words, he would enlarge upon the degree to wMch the Dollfuss Govern-
ment was indebted to foreign support, both diplomatic and financial. It is a
possible, though intrinsically undemonstrable, thesis that, without the foreign

